We operate with a Tahity Ketch, a boat of 30 feet designed by the american naval architect
J.Hanna in 1923. The boat named Fiesta , moored at the Marina Yachting in Ortigia, has
been
the subject of a careful restoration, that enhances the charm of fine wood and allows to
experience the sea in a charming and safe environment.
We propose two minicuises that we called Aretusa and Orfeo, in honour of the syracusan
myth.
With Aretusa's cruise we set sail at 11,30 , the sailing provides for the tour of Ortigia and
the
arrival in the Protected Marine Area of Plemmirio , where if sea's conditions permit, will be
served lunch after the aperitif.
The return is scheduled for 17.
With Alfeo's cruise we set sail at 18,30 , we wait for the sunset on the Big Harbour and will
be
served an aperitif.
It will follow a brief sailing to discover Ortigia from the sea and we 'll anchor beneath the
walls of Castello Maniace for dinner. The return is scheduled for 23.
Both Aretusa and Alfeo provide for the exclusive form, where the guests will reserve the
boat
and will be served at the table especially positioned at the stern of the boat.
Lunch and dinner will be prepared in regard to the context and everything will have a
strong
mark related to the culinary excellence of the syracusan territory.
The same for quality's wines, produced in the territory.
The crew on board with a long adequate experience will receive a maximum of 8 guests.
The offered services are conveyed through the trademark Tourist and boat service ,
www.touristboatservice.it.
The initiative was born from the idea of a sustainable tourism able to combine the classic
nautical art and the actual needs of travelers , searching always more for the quality.

